Programme

**Community nursing: Celebrating the past, shaping the future**

08.30  Registration

09.00  Chair’s Welcome - Rhona Hotchkiss

09.05  Celebrating the past - *on the shoulders of giants* - Clare Cable  (@ClareCable)

09.25  Shaping the future - Three stories of becoming a Queen’s Nurse

09.55  The value of nursing – getting the message out - Alison Leary  (@alisonleary1)

10.25  Break

10.55  Workshop 1

  - Invisible, Not Inconsequential: Fetal Alcohol Harm Across Scotland (Jonathan Sher)
  - The NMC’s future nurse – what you need to know (NES)
  - An update on the roll out of universal credit in Scotland (Hilda Campbell, Mark Willis)
  - Shaping the future one conversation at a time (Ross Grieve)
  - Reshaping communities CHESS™ (Community Health Engagement Survey Solutions) (Christine Hancock and Roddy MacDonald)
  - Laughter for health (Jo Bluett)
  - Namaste Care – touching into the experience (Jo Hockley, Lesley Wylie, Lorna Reid)

12.00  Workshop 2

  - Shaping the future of education (Caroline Dickson, Heather Bain)
  - Safeguarding Against Scamming (Iain MacMillan, Angela Wilson-Coutts)
  - Are we prescribing (or heading towards) an antibiotic apocalypse? (Jacqui Reilly and Val Ness)
  - Shaping the future one conversation at a time (Ross Grieve)
  - Reshaping communities CHESS™ (Community Health Engagement Survey Solutions) (Christine Hancock and Roddy MacDonald)
  - Laughter for health (Jo Bluett)
  - Namaste Care – touching into the experience (Jo Hockley, Lesley Wylie, Lorna Reid)

13.00  Lunch

14.00  Welcome to the afternoon - Rhona Hotchkiss

14.05  Shaping inclusive communities - Pauline Craig  (@PaulineMCraig)

14.30  Being a leader in a social age - Julian Stodd  (@julianstodd)

15.00  Nursing as a social movement - Christine Hancock  (@C3health)

15.30  Panel discussion

15.50  Shaping the future - Rhona Hotchkiss

16.00  Close